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Dear LWA family,

The month of April saw all the classes

back to School in the new academic session . The

first special assembly on Earth Day by the senior

students, gave a smart and positive start .The

students of class 10&12 are all set for their term

2 exams, and we wish them success to come out

with flying colours.Sessions on mental health

post COVID being the need of the hour , shall be

a continuous feature at LWA.As we break for a

much deserved summer vacation, here's wishing

you all happy reading of this edition of our

monthly newsletter.

-Ms.Santhi Swaminathan

FROM OUR PRINCIPAL’S DESK
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Blessings from the Almighty - Class X and 
XII

Every year a special prayer is organized for the students of

Class X and XII before they appear for their board exams.

This year too the visit was organized to get the blessings

from the Almighty. As the saying goes “Prayer brings

Victory”-A spiritual prayer and offerings were done at

Unihomes Ganesha Temple for our students. Our Principal

and Team of Teachers from LWA performed the Pooja. It was

an amazing and pleasant day for all.

“There are no secrets to success. It is the result of

preparation, hard work, and learning from failure”.

Scouting and Guiding 
Scouting and guiding is an approved type of character training and preparation for good

citizenship designed for the benefit of boys and girls. The aim of Scouting and Guiding is

the formation of character, sound health habits, training in the handicraft and to acquire

useful skills and cultivation of proper spirit of service efficiently.

Cubs and Bulbuls is the first lap in the journey towards scouting and guiding. Character

building is its aim. Instilling self – discipline and thoughtfulness for others is the major

focus. It prepares the boys and girls to take up bigger tasks in scouting and guiding and

also helps in their mental and physical growth.

Scouting helps to develop young people physically, intellectually, socially and spiritually.

Annual scouts and guide camps are held where in students go outside the school and learn

to give in a group getting accustomed to the prevailing environment. They learn co-

operation, camaraderie, group dynamics, sportsmanship and some life skills to live

peacefully in any situation.

Mr.Karuvalagan our Physical Education Teacher has successfully completed the 7 days

training for “Scout Master” held at Zion International Public School from 16/4/2022 to

22/4/2022 conducted by “The Bharat Scouts and Guides – Tamilnadu”.

Our LWA has a wonderful sports team including scout master, cub master and flock master.
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Earth Day activity– class II - V

Lightworkers Academy celebrated "Earth Day" on April 22nd,2022 to create an awareness

about the importance of protecting our planet . The theme for this year is “Invest in Our

Planet”. Each one of them took a pledge to save Mother Earth.Poster Making activity was

conducted for the primary students of LWA. Students actively participated and displayed their

artistic skill.The day aims to spread awareness and bring people together to protect the

environment, which is undergoing rapid changes. Its our vital need to protect our planet from

pollution by taking part in activities like planting trees. This is the day on which we are

supposed to focus on the factors affecting the environment from air pollution to climate

change.
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Earth Day Special Assembly  - class XII

Earth day, also known as International Mother Earth day, is celebrated each year on April 22. The

main aim is to raise awareness about the growing concerns of overpopulation, loss of

biodiversity, and depleting quality of the environment. It is celebrated to shed light on the

environmental issues which are surrounding our planet and take actions to save the

environment.This year theme “Invest in our planet” highlights the need for people to come

together and start taking measures to protect biodiversity and the planet. Earth Day is an

important day for people to take time out of their busy lives and consider the impact that

humanity has on the environment and for taking necessary steps to minimize the impact. As a

result, we all can live happier and healthier lives. Our Class XII students presented a “Special

Earth Day assembly” in order to motivate our students to bring a better and healthier earth in

future.
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AHFI Public Charitable  Trust Session for 
LWA Teachers

A session was conducted for the teachers of Light Workers Academy on 24th April 2022 by AHFI

public charitable trust. The main vision of the session was to throw on some light on the

psychological management of students of adolescence period and also to strengthen the mental

and physical capacities of the teachers. The speaker of the session was Dr. Sree T. Sucharitha M. D,

Fellow in HIV Medicine, Professor-Community Medicine, and Research Coordinator-Central

Research Lab,Tagore Medical College and Hospital, Rathinamangalam. The speaker addressed all

the teachers of LWA and following were the main topics of discussion.

 Effective class control

 Handling students with special needs

 Stress management

 How to handle adolescents behavior post COVID

 How to guide the parents and the students regarding the usage of gadgets.

The session also discussed the report of the online survey conducted by AHFI for the teachers of

LWA. The survey result showed that most of the teachers of LWA are leading a satisfied teaching

career. The survey result also emphasized the importance of physical exercise, meditation, regular

health checkups and healthy diet for the teachers to improve their health, to manage the stress and

hence to excel in the career.A similar session was organized for the students on the month of

March 2022.

The session was very informative and useful.
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Talent corner – Essay competition

Essay writing is an art, which brings out your writing skill. It is an art, through which you pen

down your knowledge and perception about the given topic. Essay writing encourages young

people to cultivate the characteristics that turn good students into great writers: independent

thought, depth of knowledge, clear reasoning, critical analysis and persuasive style.Our LWA

students had participated in the essay writing competition conducted by the EBSB – Ek Bharat

Shreshtha Bharat club of IIITDM Kancheepuram on the topic “Life and Teachings of Shri Guru

Tegh Bahadur” under Junior section - English . Kavya S K, S.Thirisha Darshin, Archiddha G,

students of Lightworkers Academy, secured first, second and third prize respectively.

S.No. Position Name of the Student

1 First Kavya S K

2 Second S.Thirisha Darshin

3 Third Archiddha G

4 Consolation 

Prize

Dhanesh Arvind

5 Consolation 

Prize

P A Paargavi

6 Consolation 

Prize

Kavin C

7 Consolation 

Prize

Tharunezhi

8 Participation Vivian Osborn

9 Participation Joshua Danni

10 Participation Krisnapriya Vats

LWA Winners 

@ Essay 

competition 
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LWA FM – April Themes

Cultural Programmes of LWA Team

Cultural activities play a key role in the overall

personality development of an individual. LWA gave an

opportunity to express the hidden talents of their

Teachers in an impressive way. Teachers - being part of

a group activity, such as learning a dance routine,

promotes the importance of teamwork and develops the

ability to work successfully in a group environment.

https://zeno.fm/lwa-fm/
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Orientation for LWA Parents
Orientation for Nursery and preparatory parents was conducted on 20th April 2022 between 10

am to 11am at our School premises to convey the objective and methods of teaching adopted in

our school. Many parents of Nursery and preparatory showed their interest in attending the

session. The session was started with “Tamil Thai Vaalzthu”.Welcome speech was given by our

Principal Mrs.Santhi Swaminathan. Introduction given about the subject handling teachers of

Nursery and preparatory. Powerpoint presentation was presented about LWA Motive, curriculum

for Nursery & preparatory, activities of Nursery and Preparatory,class room rules, display of

online activities, about FM radio, parental guidelines, LWA uniform pictures. Vote of thanks was

given by Mrs.Buela Gracy.The orientation programme concluded with National Anthem.

NUR-PREP

Feedback Corner
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Feedback Corner
I want to first thank you for your patience and understanding during online classes. Being

a working parent for twin toddlers, it was a really challenging time for us to educate the kids on

online mode of teaching and also make them sit through the class. I really appreciate the way

you went extra mile and arranged the kids to come to school and gave them special attention. It

actually helped them when they transitioned to offline classes. Both Tiya & Dhruv is always

excited to come to school. There was never a bad tantrum day to come to school.

Tiya did have difficulty or rather less interest in writing, but within couple of days of

offline classes she got the interest and it became easy for me to make her sit and do writing

practice.Each and every kid is unique and as a parent I really appreciate the way you handled

each of them online & offline.If I have to suggest something then it would be the syllabus for

online classes.I think in online mode of teaching the syllabus has to be little lenient, so all kids

will be able to catch up. But hope we won’t be going back to online teaching and we will

continue to be in offline teaching.Thank you so much for all your effort, patience and

understanding. My kids adore you. Everyday they tell me they got star from Buela Mam and

they are very happy and proud to show it. Thanks.

Kowsalya.

P/O-Nursery student (Tiya and Dhruv)

I am Dallia, parent of Sharan Aadhit nursery batch (2021- 2022). I am not good at

making videos so I am drafting this message from the bottom of my heart.We are very happy to

see the changes in Sharan during the offline classes it was may be around 10 to 12 classes only

but the changes are tremendous he started to speak in English with us. He had learnt lot of

things in this short period which I really strugggled in infusing in him. We really missed the

offline classes the school could have started little earlier. The way you took the online classes

were also very good. We as a parent learnt many parenting techniques. You helped us in

making him write and you taught me how to bring up the kid in their own way and it really

helped me in day to day life . Apart from the regular classes you took lot of effort and gave us

extra care in his writing practice thank you so much.

We will miss the wonderful rhymes in your voice. You have got an incredible voice

which has a magic of pulling people towards you.I have learnt lot of art works from you that's

really enjoyable along with the kids.You are so dedicated towards your work.Your patience and

hard work is the key for your success. Keep rocking as always. All the way from Anna Nagar

to Nallambakkam everyday is not an easy task and you doing it for more than 7 years hats off

....( I can't even imagine). It's shows your dedication and hard work. Continue the spirit. God

bless you forever.Thankyou so much Buela mam. Your blessings is always required for Sharan

Aadhit.Keep in touch.

With love Dallia Dinesh.

P/O-Nursery student (Sharan Aadhit )
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